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      PREFACE 

   There are no simple answers 

 A luxury good must be rare and desirable. Ideally, it should be close 
to unobtainable. And yet, the luxury market grows faster than most 
others, suggesting an ever increasing accessibility to an ever growing 
populace. A luxury good must be extreme compared to the other 
offerings in its category but there is something inherently relative 
about luxury goods, driving the defi nition of luxury away from the 
offering itself and toward a consumer’s perspective. Although a 
luxury good is meant to be uncompromisingly extravagant in terms 
of effort and materials invested, luxury and responsible managerial 
and consumer behaviour are becoming a more viable combination, 
creating eco-conscious fashion and hybrid high-performance cars. 

 When looking to better understand the luxury phenomenon, we 
hear many industry and consulting voices offering ready-made direc-
tions to success in luxury management. Some can even be reduced 
to single-word statements: China, retail, online, and diversifi cation. 
However, following these simple imperatives leads to the real chal-
lenges: how to enter a vast and foreign market and how to make 
an impact while not diluting the brand; how to optimize the retail 
experience and not sink millions in the process; how not only to sell 
online but also to be successful in doing so; and how to diversify 
without overstretching the scope of the fi rm. Industry’s approaches 
to ‘the how-to of luxury’ vary wildly and largely depend on the indi-
vidual case – as they should. There are no simple answers. And the 
question is not only how to ride the recent wave to its end; it is also 
how this cyclical business will look and have to be managed after 
the next downswing. 

 The strong upswing of the luxury business has inspired a growing 
interest among researchers to shed some light on the luxury phen-
omenon. But while there is a broad range of publications, the fi eld 
still lacks common theoretical and methodological conventions. 
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Luxury consumption still remains cloudy even in its fundamental 
definitions. There are no reliable approaches to delineating luxury 
companies and consumers from their non-luxury counterparts. The 
luxury phenomenon proves, time and again, to be too complex to be 
framed by scientific models that consider all the interacting factors. 
Although academia has presented substantial work in the field of 
luxury, it has not provided many conclusive or simple answers.

While this may sound quite depressing, we find that the luxury 
market could not ask to be in a better situation. Structures are not  
set in concrete and there remains substantial opportunity for entre-
preneurial creativity. Where there are no simple questions, there is  
a chance for true uniqueness. And where there are no simple  
answers, refocusing on asking better questions is what’s called for.  
It is encouraging that neither professionals nor researchers can pro-
vide generalizable answers yet – if they could, the market would be 
past its prime.

Thus, we find that the most fruitful approach to better understand-
ing the luxury market is to engage in a critical discussion, to go beyond 
easy-to-apply rules and to start reconsidering the questions. This 
book will give you a contemporary perspective on the luxury market, 
from a variety of international perspectives, considering a multitude 
of interesting fields. We do not offer simple answers, but we do prom-
ise food for thought on some of the pressing questions in luxury 
today.

Keeping with our approach of trying to develop better questions, 
the editors and authors will be happy to discuss your thoughts on  
the proposals presented in this book. This book is meant to be the 
beginning of a worthwhile discussion.

Complexity fuels challenges

Organizations in the luxury market offer top-of-the-range products 
and services in a number of sectors. This shared identity of being part 
of the leading suppliers in any category brings several benefits like 
potentially higher profitability and a greater chance of consumer 
awareness, but it also comes with a particular set of challenges.
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A fundamental management problem of luxury is that of produc-
ing the extreme top-end offering in one or even multiple sectors at the 
same time. For companies engaged in luxury, this implies that they 
have to be able to create and deliver these extremes as a regular out-
put. Thus, organizations in the luxury market tend to the extreme by 
nature: The most innovative products are being developed by the 
leading engineers and designers in their field using the best materials; 
they do not shy away from additional production effort to achieve 
the perfect result. The product or service is being offered to a very 
exclusive set of consumers at exceptional prices in environments that 
go far beyond simply facilitating the sale by immersing the consumer 
in an experience driven by the extraordinary. But dealing with the 
excessive can be hazardous: organizations tending to the extreme in 
their offerings require managers who can guarantee the profitability 
of the firm. These managers have to find the right balance between 
creative effectiveness and operational efficiency. If they focus too 
much on productivity and control, they may limit or even destroy 
creativity; if they do not steer the creatives toward what is commer-
cially viable, the organization may face financial instability.

Another typical challenge to companies in the luxury field is achiev-
ing growth. There are several aspects in this challenge that make it 
particularly daunting. First, luxury offerings are often driven by 
craftsmanship. Manufacturing processes at the highest level do not 
scale well while the increased use of machinery and factory produc-
tion detracts from the luxury appeal. Secondly, expanding the luxury 
brand beyond existing product categories can be time-consuming 
and costly since luxury brands are commonly trusted for their perfec-
tion in very specific product groups. Thirdly, luxury products need 
the cachet of rarity and exclusivity, which erodes with continuous 
growth. The final challenge appears once growth has happened: how 
do you continuously stimulate excitement with your brand when 
your company has grown, production is geared toward quantity and 
consumers find your products almost everywhere?

Another, particularly notorious challenge for the luxury market  
is its lack of transparency. The luxurious products market is highly 
fragmented and, at the same time, many significant brands are being 
managed under a corporate umbrella; and there are very few organ-
izations that report business figures on a regular and transparent 
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basis. While there are several sources for industry reports, numbers 
are unlikely to be much more than estimates. Some managers in the 
luxury field consider the lack of transparency a benefit: less trans-
parency, less competition. However, greater market transparency  
will substantially increase any manager’s understanding and grasp of 
the market and, in turn, improve strategic decision making.

With these examples of luxury-specific challenges, any market  
observer would expect a disorganized, unmanageable market segment. 
However, the success of the luxury sector as a whole as well as the 
stellar performance of several individual organizations suggests that 
managing the excessive is possible and that, indeed, it is a question  
of good management whether organizations in the luxury market 
flourish or go under.

There is no management of luxury

From a classic, scientific perspective, the management of luxury is 
nothing new. Research has developed substantial knowledge on 
managing firms over many decades. This knowledge claims to be  
applicable to all types of industries and so luxury should not require 
anything different. How can the growing field of researchers in  
luxury management justify doing research focused on the luxury seg-
ment in which companies commonly engage the market in a classic 
business-to-customer approach? Do we believe that parts of the  
generic management knowledge we already have can’t be transferred 
to this segment, or has at least to be modified?

A central argument against a common denominator of manage-
ment practice in the luxury industry is that ‘the luxury industry’ is  
no more than an idealized construct of consultants and researchers: 
it is an ill-defined amalgamation of companies, corporate affiliates, 
business units and integrated brand management teams acting in  
a virtual world of brands. Due to the subjectivity of the term, even 
experienced professional observers struggle to robustly delineate  
the luxury industry. Arriving at a common practice of managerial 
specialization would require some sort of a homogeneous setting for 
this specialization, but luxury is anything but homogeneous.
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Furthermore, since the business of luxury is not tied to one par-
ticular industry, each of the industries represented contributes dif-
ferent development stages, business cycles, competitive dynamics  
and business models. For example, the luxury cosmetics business is 
already much more industrialized than that of watches. Only a few 
companies dominate the worldwide market for fragrances while in 
watchmaking, we can still find hundreds of small and medium-sized 
companies. Luxurious jewellery, for example, is produced to last  
for generations, while in the luxury fashion business, products are 
created to last one season and the designer has to be able to reinvent 
his or her offer in half-year cycles. In selling luxury experiences,  
success depends on personal interaction and experience during the 
service while selling personal luxury goods relies on the quality of  
the tangible product and the kudos it gives to the consumer when it 
is being worn or used. Thus, managers are more likely to adapt to 
local challenges and to seize industry-driven opportunities than to 
think in terms of a vague notion of a specific market segment.

Beyond the rather ambiguous definition of the industry and the 
introduction of multiple cultures by the industry members’ original 
sectors, what is really there to find? Organizations offering premium 
products are, just like other organizations, focusing on basic eco-
nomic mechanics and dealing with quite ordinary business challenges. 
Even if there were a coherent group of companies that could be  
considered a specific sector in its own right, the insights generated for 
management in this field would centre on the same challenges and 
require the same training as management in any other area. Indeed, 
where there is a strong artistic and craftsmanship influence, tradi-
tional managerial training may bring a necessary business discipline 
to otherwise rather loosely organized companies. This could help steer 
organizations away from overspending on product development and 
undervaluing the economies of scale and instead focus on the bottom 
line and ensure financial survival.

Taking a critical approach thus debunks luxury management as  
a fad of its time. Luxury management is nothing but a product of a 
local upswing in a market segment, driven by consumer demand and 
not by systematic and professional development of organizational 
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and industrial structures, increased competition and industrialization. 
There is no luxury management.

Or is there?

Any scientific field specializing in a particular business segment is likely 
to be challenged by the more established, fundamental research com-
munity. The common question is: does management in this sector really 
behave differently to other industries? Do the established rules really 
not apply? Can a common denominator for successful luxury manage-
ment really be ruled out? We feel that luxury meets the challenge.

Fundamentally, luxury is not a homogeneous industry in the classic, 
product-category-driven sense. Rather, it is a group of businesses 
with the common factors of high performance, high status and high 
price products aiming to satisfy homogeneous consumer needs. This 
notion leads us away from the impression that research in luxury aims 
to assume the role of an industry-specific research field and toward 
analysing the impact of a strategic business decision that imprints  
on all aspects of the organization. We are not looking at a group of 
companies that produce the same product; rather we are looking at 
companies that are being driven by the same approach to quality, 
performance and appeal to consumers and other stakeholders.

The business of luxury goods emerges in a very specific context, in 
which creative and aesthetic values are central to their process of 
value creation. This opens up luxury-specific management challenges. 
Which governance regime works best in a context of exclusively 
commercializing creativity? What would be the impact of losing key 
personnel like the art director on the organization’s creative perform-
ance? Shifting the focus from the artistic toward the common aim of 
manufacturing perfection, another joint characteristic appears: the 
innovative capacity of the organization and the uniqueness of its 
products and services are key factors for success in the luxury goods 
business. But how can the development of unconventional strategies 
be stimulated? What, for example, is the role of cultural resources in 
such a process?
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The core asset of a luxury goods company is its brand. In the con-
solidated balance sheet of LVMH, the brands (and some other 
intangible assets) count for 23 per cent of total assets (€49.93 bil-
lion). Therefore the focus of the top management is on branding. 
Considering the social mechanics of consumer behaviour in the  
luxury domain, the brand changes from being a marketing tool for 
consistency into the product itself. The handbag is the product, but 
the brand satisfies the central consumer need as it assures the highest 
quality and indulgence as well as social prestige and differentiation 
from the masses.

Having focused on many of the consumer-oriented aspects that 
characterize luxury companies, the industry is beginning to establish 
itself. There is continuous consolidation going on in the luxury busi-
ness. Indeed, there are many developments in the luxury market that 
are comparable to those in other industries. The mechanisms behind 
these developments seem to work as follows. A small number of 
dominant and diversified multi-business and multi-brands companies 
have emerged. Together, the leading three companies (LVMH: €29.14 
billion sales and more than 60 brands; Richemont: €10.15 billion 
sales and 19 brands; Kering: €9.75 billion sales and 20 brands) account 
in 2013 for almost a quarter of the €217 billion market for personal 
luxury goods. Since organizations in luxury are getting larger and 
more global, managers of these companies learn to steer complex 
multi-dimensional organizations and have to industrialize their 
manufacturing processes to realize the benefits of scale.

Companies in the luxury market manufacture products that are 
exceptional in terms of materials, the detail and quality of crafts-
manship, experience and performance in use and design. Thus, luxury 
companies rely on their manufacturing capabilities to achieve their 
central claim to a common identity. This common identity, rooted in 
manufacturing excellence, leads to the need to develop innovative 
products of the highest quality and value. Furthermore, the majority 
of the brands and goods are produced in a few European countries. 
The European heritage and the often very long tradition of the brands 
is one of their major differentiating factors.

With regard to business profitability, organizations in luxury are 
both advantaged and challenged. On the one hand, luxury goods  
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can be priced highly, yielding large margins. However, luxury goods 
are produced in much smaller quantities than mass-market products, 
so benefits from economies of scale in production are limited. With 
regard to the organizational value chain, luxury companies cannot 
compromise when they decide to focus on the very top end of the 
market, so they face the risks that come with the substantial invest-
ment needed to attract consumers willing to pay the highest prices.

Comparing both sides, arguing for and against a specific manage-
ment logic for luxury, we once again conclude that there are no 
simple answers to be found. The management of luxury is as much  
a statement as it is a question. With this book, we would like to invite 
you to think about the management of luxury as a question, and to 
consider the many different perspectives, ideas and cases present in 
this book.

Our motivation

The strategic changes and particularities of the business motivated  
us to bring together academic knowledge on a broad array of luxury 
goods topics, to encourage a discussion on the industry dynamics. In 
particular, there were four thoughts that motivated us to initiate and 
edit this book.

We believe in the value of scientifically-founded insights for business 
students and practising managers alike. With regard to mechanisms, 
the luxury business is likely to be comparable to other non-commodity 
fields. However, on questions of how to operate the mechanisms, 
which levers to pull and in which order, we find many differences 
between the mass-market and the luxurious. Thus, the value of 
insight in luxury business is rather small in terms of introducing new 
theory, but very rich with regard to applying existing theory and 
dealing with effects introduced by the extremes of luxury business. 
Thus, we aim to provide links between the classic theory of the firm 
and the particularities of luxury business.

We are convinced that publicly-funded academia owes generated 
insight to society. While the contract between research and public 
funding is obvious, engagement in the luxury business requires some 
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justification: luxury is not among those topics readily associated  
with societal benefit. Taking a closer look, we find that many organ-
izations in luxury are commonly among the oldest in their field. They 
are the places where traditional craftsmanship was cultivated over 
centuries, protected against the short-term winds of change, and en-
hanced to amazing levels of excellence. Thus, closer inspection may 
lead to insights on the longevity of organizations. Businesses in luxury 
push forward innovation in their sectors because the prices that can be 
levied enable greater investment, and customers expect outstanding 
performance for expensive purchases. Finally, luxury seems to be one 
of the few types of offerings that organizations in Europe will be able 
to produce in the foreseeable future that are not limited to local pro-
duction for logistical reasons, but because it is seen as a field where 
Europeans have a clear competitive advantage. Thus, aiding the pro-
fessionalization of the management of luxury is intended to support 
this valuable part of the European industry landscape.

We believe in the value of fresh and innovative perspectives. Lit-
erature on luxury is nearly as old as the written word itself, not least 
because luxury has always had connotations of lust, exuberance, 
prodigality and sin. In more recent scientific thought, luxury has seen 
an increase in attention since the 1990s, with a small school of mainly 
French scientists investigating the nature of the term. In the 2000s, 
there was substantially more published, with several authors estab-
lishing themselves in the field. When developing the concept for this 
book, we made a conscious decision to provide a forum for new voices, 
especially junior academia. With this decision, we aimed to introduce 
new ideas to a topic that is generously endowed with previous 
thought but that could benefit from new perspectives and impulses.

We share the belief that the increasing complexity of the manage-
ment challenges in luxury organizations needs an interdisciplinary 
approach. Up to now the field has been dominated by marketing  
research, for good reasons. But creating core competencies for the 
future, to compete with superior business models, and to manage 
manifold types of partnerships, requires the interaction and close  
collaboration of all management disciplines. Therefore we did not 
focus our call for chapters on a specific discipline, but purposefully 
invited authors from all fields of management science.
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Perspectives on the topic

This book covers a variety of topics on the management of luxury 
today: introducing thoughts on the market itself, presenting perspec-
tives on the actualization of luxury brands, particularities of strategic 
management, and putting a spotlight on the important topic of 
corporate social responsibility for luxury organizations.

In the first part, ‘The luxury market’, there are four contributions. 
First, the editors present an introduction to the business, giving not 
only accounts of the elements, drivers and the status quo, but also 
reflecting on those readings in luxury research that have had the 
greatest impact. In Chapter 2, Jäckel adds a socio-historical perspec-
tive on luxury and gives an overview of the origins of the field. In 
their contribution on luxury consumer behaviour, Theodoridis and 
Vassou (Chapter 3) return the reader to today’s market and concep-
tualize the known mechanisms behind the phenomenon that is luxury 
consumption. In Chapter 4, Heine, Phan and Waldschmidt conclude 
the part with their account of the construction of luxury brands.

The second part, ‘Luxury brand strategy’, presents seven contribu-
tions that consecutively build on each other to span the distance  
from the designer and artist to the luxury retail setting. In Chapter 5, 
Breazeale, Long and Ott point to the role of the public face of luxury 
brands, and Lawry and Helm in Chapter 6 introduce the concept of 
curating creative genius within luxury brands. Baumgarth, Lohrisch 
and Kastner (Chapter 7) pick up the concept of the central figures in 
luxury and apply this idea to the role of art for luxury. Panigyrakis 
and Koronaki (Chapter 8) add a broader perspective, taking into  
account the role of luxury as a societal mentor. In the contribution  
by Chailan and Valek (Chapter 9) we look at the implementation of 
art in the luxury retail setting, while in Chapter 10 Dion and Arnould 
write about charisma and adoration. Chapter 11, by Schögel and 
Tischer, concludes the part by considering the digitalization of the  
retail space and branded behaviour.

The third part of the book, ‘Luxury business strategy’, opens  
with Chapter 12 in which Beil, Sommerrock and Gaus present a  
perspective on European luxury brands entering the Chinese market, 
while in Chapters 13 and 14 Wang, He, and Wen respond with an 
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historical account of the diverse market entry modes commonly  
employed in China and a recommendation based on best practice. 
Wiedmann, Klarmann, Hennigs, Behrens and Stigelski (Chapter 15) 
present a study of vertical brand extensions while Arrigo (Chapter 
16) gives an account of the role of online business for organizations 
in the luxury market. Dealing with aspects of competitive behaviour, 
the contributions by Riguelle and Van Caillie (Chapter 17), Reinhold 
and Annen (Chapter 18) and Maman and Depigny (Chapter 19) first 
present a study on competing as a small or medium-sized enterprise 
in luxury, then a case study on the luxury-positioned sole remaining 
European camera company, and finally elaborate on the role of price 
fluctuations in luxury organizations. Counterfeiting is discussed by 
first describing the problem in detail (Maman, Chapter 20) and then 
proposing an action framework to manage the challenge (Cesareo 
and Pastore, Chapter 21). This part concludes by taking a look at 
challenges in human resources. Here, the role of a prestigious brand 
image in attracting employees (Batt and Berghaus, Chapter 22) and 
the role of luxury image for management performance (Berghaus and 
Reinecke, Chapter 23) are discussed.

The final part of our book takes an in-depth look at the role  
of corporate social responsibility. The compatibility of luxury and 
social responsibility is investigated in the form of a conceptual litera-
ture review by Windsor (Chapter 24). In Chapter 25, Montesa and 
Rohrbeck propose a CSR toolbox for luxury organizations, and  
finally, Waller and Hingorani (Chapter 26) give a case analysis of the 
social engagement of luxury’s biggest corporation.


